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Given an abelian variety over a field with a discrete valuation, Grothendieck
defined a certain open normal subgroup of the absolute inertia group. This
subgroup encodes information on the extensions over which the abelian variety
acquires semistable reduction. We study this subgroup, and use it to obtain
information on the extensions over which the abelian variety acquires semistable
reduction. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose X is an abelian variety over a field F, and ¤ is a discrete
svaluation on F. Fix an extension ¤ of ¤ to a separable closure F of F,
sŽ . wand write I for the inertia subgroup in Gal F rF for ¤ . In 6, see pp.¤
x354]355 , Grothendieck defined a subgroup I 9 of I with the property¤
that X has semistable reduction at the restriction w of ¤ to a finite
separable extension of F if and only if I : I 9. In particular, if F nrw ¤
denotes the maximal unramified extension of the completion of F at ¤ ,
then I 9 cuts out the smallest Galois extension of F nr over which X has¤
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semistable reduction. We denote the group I 9 by I because of its¤ , X
dependence on X and ¤ .
In Section 4 we give some properties of the group I . We show that¤ , X
Žthe Zariski closure of its image under the l-adic representation for l
.different from the residue characteristic coincides with the identity con-
nected component of the Zariski closure of the image of I . The proofs of¤
w xthe results in Section 4 are in the spirit of 18 , where we dealt with
connectedness questions for Zariski closures of images of l-adic represen-
tations.
In Section 5 we show that the finite group G s I rI injects into¤ , X ¤ ¤ , X
Ž . Ž .GL Z = Sp Z for all but finitely many primes l, where t andty t 2Žaya . l ¤¤ ¤
Ž .a respectively, t and a are the toric and abelian ranks of the special¤
Žfiber of the Neron model of X at ¤ respectively, at an extension of ¤ overÂ
.which X has semistable reduction . Here, the projection onto the first
factor is independent of l, and the characteristic polynomial of the
projection onto the second factor has integer coefficients independent of l.
The group G was introduced by Serre in the case of elliptic curves in¤ , X
w x Ž .Section 5.6 of 10 where it was called F .p
In Section 6 we obtain divisibility bounds on the order of G , and in¤ , X
Section 7 we deduce results on semistable reduction of abelian varieties.
Bounds on the prime divisors and the exponent of aG were obtained¤ , X
Ž w x.by Lorenzini see Proposition 3.1 of 7 . In particular, the bound on Q¤ , X
in Corollary 6.3 was essentially obtained by Lorenzini.
The paper continues our earlier work on semistable reduction of abelian
Ž w x w x.varieties see 17 and 19 . The proofs are heavily influenced by the
fundamental results of Grothendieck and Serre.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
If K is a field, write K s for a separable closure. If G is an algebraic
group, let G0 denote its identity connected component. Let w denote the
Euler w-function, let z denote a primitive Mth root of unity, and let FM l
denote the finite field with l elements.
ŽIf Y is a commutative algebraic group over a field K e.g., an abelian
.variety or an algebraic torus , let Y denote the kernel of multiplication byn
Ž s. Ž . Ž . Ž .nn in Y K , let T Y s lim Y , and let V Y s T Y Q . For exam-ml l l l Z ll⁄
Ž . Ž .ple, if G is the multiplicative group, then Z 1 [ T G is a freem l l m
Z -module of rank 1.l
Throughout this paper, X is a d-dimensional abelian variety over a field
F, ¤ is a discrete valuation on F of residue characteristic p G 0, and l is a
sprime not equal to p. Fix an extension ¤ of ¤ to F . If w is the restriction
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of ¤ to a finite separable extension L of F, let I denote the inertiaw
sŽ .subgroup in Gal F rL for ¤ , let X denote the special fiber of the NeronÂw
model of X at w, and let T denote the maximal subtorus of X . Letw w
r : Gal F srF “ GL T XŽ . Ž .Ž .l l
denote the l-adic representation. Let G denote the Zariski closure of
Ž . Ž Ž ..r I in GL V X . We will make repeated use of the following result.l ¤ l
Ž .THEOREM 2.1 Galois Criterion for Semistable Reduction . X has
Ž .semistable reduction at ¤ if and only if I acts unipotently on V X .¤ l
w xProof. See Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.8 of 6 and Theorem 6 on p.
w x184 of 1 .
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. The Zariski closure G of r I is connected if and only ifl ¤
X has semistable reduction at ¤ .
w x w xProof. See Theorem 5.2 of 18 ; see also Remark 1 on p. 396 of 13 .
Suppose l is a polarization on X. Then l gives rise to a nondegenerate,
Ž s . Ž . Ž . Žalternating, Gal F rF -equivariant, Z 1 -valued pairing on T X seel l
w x. Ž .Sections 1.0 and 2.5 of 6 . Since I acts trivially on Z 1 , we obtain a¤ l
nondegenerate, alternating, I -invariant pairing¤
E : T X = T X “ Z .Ž . Ž .l l l l
Ž . Ž Ž .Then E is perfect if and only if deg l is not divisible by l see 2.5.1 andl
w x.Section 1.0 of 6 . Let H denote the orthogonal complement with respect
to E .l
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. i We can identify
I I¤ ¤T X s T X and V X s V X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l ¤ l l ¤ l
Ž . Ž . Ž . I¤ Ž Ž . I¤ .H Ž . Ž .Hii T T s T X l T X s T X l T X .l ¤ l l l ¤ l ¤
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii T X rT T is a free Z -module.l ¤ l ¤ l
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .Proof. For i , see Lemma 2 on p. 495 of 15 . For ii , use i and
Ž Ž . w x. Ž .Grothendieck's Orthogonality Theorem see 2.5.2 of 6 . For iii , see
Ž . w x2.1.6 of 6 .
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose L is a finite separable extension of F, w is the
restriction of ¤ to L, and X has semistable reduction at w. Then
HH I Iw wT T s T X s T X : T X s T X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /l w l w l l l w
w xProof. See Proposition 3.5 of 6 .
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3. LINEAR ALGEBRA
We will use the following linear algebra facts in Theorem 5.2 below.
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose R is a principal ideal domain, and M and1
M are free R-modules. A bilinear form e: M = M “ R is called a2 1 2
Ž .perfect pairing if the natural homomorphisms M “ Hom M , R and1 2
Ž . Ž .M “ Hom M , R are bijective. If L is a submodule of M resp., M ,2 1 1 2
we write L H for the orthogonal complement of L with respect to e in
Ž .M resp., M .2 1
Remark 3.2. Suppose R is a principal ideal domain, M is a free
R-module of rank 2n, and e : M = M “ R is an alternating bilinear form.
Ž . Ž . Ž .If e is perfect, then Aut M , e ( Sp R , where Sp R denotes the2 n 2 n
Ž w x.group of 2n = 2n symplectic matrices over R see Section 5 of 2 .
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose l is a prime number, G is a finite group whose
order is not di¤isible by l, V is a finite-dimensional Q -¤ector space with al
linear G-action, and e: V = V “ Q is a G-in¤ariant nondegenerate alternat-l
Ž .ing resp., symmetric bilinear form. Suppose M is a G-stable Z -lattice in Vl
Ž .there always exist such lattices . Then there exists a perfect G-in¤ariant
Ž .alternating resp., symmetric bilinear form e9: M = M “ Z .l
Proof. First note that the result is true when e is symmetric and
Ž . Ž .dim V s 1 and when e is alternating and dim V s 2, by scaling e.
Ž . Ž iWe may assume that e M , M s Z by replacing e by l e for a suitablel
. Ž .i, if necessary . Then e induces a nonzero alternating resp., symmetric
bilinear form e on Mrl M. By Nakayama's Lemma, if e is nondegenerate,
then e is perfect and we are done. Assume e is degenerate, and let
Ž . Ž .M s ker e . Then M is a proper subset of Mrl M , since e M , M s Z .1 1 l
Since aG is not divisible by l, there is a G-invariant splitting Mrl M s M1
[ M , where M is a nonzero G-invariant subspace of Mrl M , which can2 2
be lifted to a G-invariant splitting of Z -lattices M s M [ M withl 1 2
ŽM rl M s M and M rl M s M see Section 15.5 and Corollary 1 of1 1 1 2 2 2
w x.Section 14.4 of 11 . Denote by e the restriction of e to V [ M Q ,m2 2 2 Z ll
and let V denote the orthogonal complement of V in V with respect to1 2
e. The restriction of e to V is nondegenerate, and the restriction of e to1
M is perfect. We obtain a G-invariant orthogonal splitting V s V [ V .2 1 2
Ž .Replace M by its isomorphic image in V under the projection map1 1
Ž . Ž .from V [ V to V . Since dim V - dim V , we obtain inductively a1 2 1 1
Ž .perfect G-invariant alternating resp., symmetric form e on M . Let1 1
M s M [ M and e9 s e [ e .1 2 1 2
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose R is a principal ideal domain, M and M are free1 2
R-modules, L is a submodule of M , M rL is torsion-free, and e: M = M1 1 1 2
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“ R is a perfect pairing. Then
Ž . Ž H.Hi L s L .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii The natural map Hom M , R “ Hom L , R is surjecti¤e.1
Ž . Hiii The induced form L = M rL “ R is a perfect pairing.2
Ž H.HProof. Clearly, L : L . Let K denote the fraction field of R. By
ŽŽ .H.H Ž H.Hdimension arguments we have L m K s L m K s L mK.
Ž H.H Ž .Therefore, L rL is torsion. Since M rL is torsion-free, we obtain i .1
Furthermore, since M rL is torsion-free, L is a direct summand of M ,1 1
Ž .and therefore we have ii .
Ž .Since e is perfect, we can identify Hom M , R with M . Under this2 1
Ž H . Ž H.H Ž .identification, Hom M rL , R s L s L , by i . Since e is perfect2
Ž . Hwe can identify M with Hom M , R . The natural injection M rL ¤2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hom L , R is surjective, since M s Hom M , R “ Hom L , R is sur-2 1
Ž .jective by ii .
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose R is a principal ideal domain, M is a free
Ž .R-module of finite rank, e: M = M “ R is an alternating resp., symmetric
perfect pairing, N is a submodule of M , and MrN is torsion-free. Assume
that N H: N. Then
e a q N H , b q N H s e a, bŽ . Ž .Ä
Ž . H Hdefines an alternating resp., symmetric perfect pairing e: NrN = NrNÄ
“ R.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.4iii with M s M s M and L s N gives an1 2
Ž . Halternating resp., symmetric perfect pairing e9: N = MrN “ R. Now
applying Lemma 3.4iii to e9 with M s MrN H , M s N, and L s NrN H ,1 2
we obtain the desired result.
4. PROPERTIES OF I¤ , X
We will give a definition for I different from that of Grothendieck,¤ , X
and will then show that the two definitions are equivalent. Grothendieck's
Ž .definition coincides with ii of Theorem 4.2 below.
DEFINITION 4.1. Define I to be the kernel of the natural surjective¤ , X
homomorphism I “ GrG 0. Define G s I rI .¤ ¤ , X ¤ ¤ , X
THEOREM 4.2. I is an open normal subgroup of I that enjoys the¤ , X ¤
following properties:
Ž .i I is the largest open subgroup of I such that the Zariski¤ , X ¤
closure of its image under r is G 0.l
Ž .  Ž .4ii I s s g I : s acts unipotently on V X .¤ , X ¤ l
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Ž .iii If L is a finite separable extension of F and w is the restriction of ¤
to L, then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a X has semistable reduction at w.
Ž .b I : I .w ¤ , X
Ž . Ž . 0c The Zariski closure of r I is G .l w
Ž .iv I s I if and only if X has semistable reduction at ¤ .¤ , X ¤
Ž .v I is independent of the choice of l.¤ , X
Proof. By the definition of I , it is an open normal subgroup of I ,¤ , X ¤
and it is the largest open subgroup of I such that the Zariski closure of¤
its image under r is G 0.l
Suppose L is a finite separable extension of F, and w is the restriction
Ž .of ¤ to L. Let G denote the Zariski closure of r I , and let V sw l w
Ž . IwV X .l
Suppose first that X has semistable reduction at w. Then G isw
connected, by Theorem 2.2. Therefore, I : I and G s G 0. Sincew ¤ , X w
0Ž .G s G is a normal subgroup of G , it follows that V is stable underw
I . Next we will show that¤
I s s g I : s acts unipotently on V X 4Ž .¤ , X ¤ l
 4s s g I : s acts unipotently on V .¤
0 0 Ž .Since G s G , G acts as the identity on V and on V X rV. Therefore,w l
Ž .every element of I acts unipotently on V X , and therefore on V. To¤ , X l
show the reverse inclusions, suppose g g I and g acts unipotently on V.¤
Ž . H HBy Proposition 2.4 and after tensoring with Q , V : V. Since V is thel
Ž . Ž .dual of V X rV, it follows that g acts unipotently on V X rV, andl l
Ž . w xtherefore acts unipotently on V X . By Proposition 2.5 of 18 , g g I .l ¤ , X
We therefore obtain the desired equalities.
Ž . 0 Ž .By i , if G s G , then I : I . By ii and Theorem 2.1, ifw w ¤ , X
Ž .I : I , then X has semistable reduction at w. We therefore have iii .w ¤ , X
Ž . Ž .We easily deduce iv from iii .
w xBy Theorem 4.3 of 6 , if s g I , then the characteristic polynomial of¤
Ž . Ž .r s is independent of l. By ii ,l
2 dI s s g I : the characteristic polynomial of r s is x y 1 .Ž . Ž . 4¤ , X ¤ l
Therefore, I is independent of l.¤ , X
PROPOSITION 4.3. If L is a finite separable extension of F, and X has
semistable reduction at the restriction w of ¤ to L, then
Ž .  Ž . Iw4i I s s g I : s acts unipotently on V X .¤ , X ¤ l
Ž . Ž . Iw Ž . I¤ii G acts faithfully on T X rT X .¤ , X l l
Ž . Ž . Iw Ž . I¤ , Xiii T X s T X .l l
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Ž .Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.2 included a proof of i , and easily
Ž . Ž . Ž .implies ii . For iii , let G denote the Zariski closure of r I , and notew l w0I G G I¤ , X w wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .that T X s T X s T X s T X , by Theorem 4.2.l l l l
5. RESTRICTIONS ON G¤ , X
Remark 5.1. Note that G is isomorphic to the group of connected¤ , X
components of G. If p s 0, then G is cyclic, and if p ) 0, then G is¤ , X ¤ , X
Žan extension of a cyclic group of order prime to p by a p-group as can be
seen by replacing F by the maximal unramified extension of the comple-
tion of F at ¤ , looking at the extension cut out by I , taking its maximal¤ , X
w x.tamely ramified subextension, and applying Section 8 of 5 . In particular,
G is solvable, and has a unique Sylow-p-subgroup if p ) 0.¤ , X
The group G does not change if we replace F by an extension¤ , X
unramified at ¤ . Therefore, in this section we can and do replace F by the
maximal unramified extension of the completion of F at ¤ . Then I cuts¤ , X
out the smallest Galois extension L of F over which X has semistable
reduction. Let w denote the restriction of ¤ to L. Then I s I .¤ , X w
Therefore, I is an open normal subgroup of I of finite index, andw ¤
Ž . Ž . IwT X s T X is I -stable. By Proposition 2.3i we havel w l ¤
I I¤ wT X s T X : T X s T XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .l ¤ l l l w
as I -modules.¤
Over an algebraic closure of the residue field, there are exact sequences
0 “ T “ X 0 “ B “ 0, 0 “ U = T “ X 0 “ B “ 0,w w w ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤
Žwhere B and B are abelian varieties and U is a unipotent group seew ¤ ¤
w x.Section 2.1 of 6 . Base change for Neron models induces a homomor-Â
phism i: X “ X such that if n is a positive integer not divisible by p,¤ w
Ž . Žthen the restriction of i to the n-torsion X is injective see Lemma 2¤ n
w x Ž . w x.of 15 ; see also 3.1.1 of 6 . Here, X and X are viewed as commuta-¤ w
tive algebraic groups over an algebraic closure of the residue field at w.
The map i induces homomorphisms T “ T and B “ B , whose kernels¤ w ¤ w
are finite group schemes killed by appropriate powers of p. The image of
Ž . Ž . Ž .T resp., B is a subtorus resp., abelian subvariety in T resp., B , and¤ ¤ w w
Ž .we let T resp., B denote the corresponding quotient. Let a and t
Ž . Žrespectively, a and t denote the abelian and toric ranks of X respec-¤ ¤ w
.tively, X . Note that a and t are independent of the valuation w above ¤¤
Ž Ž ..at which X has semistable reduction. We have rk T X s 2 a q t andl w
Ž Ž ..rk T X s 2 a q t . By the functoriality of Neron models, G acts onÂl ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ , X
Ž w x.X see Section 4.2 of 6 , and therefore acts on T and on B . One mayw w w
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easily check that this action is trivial on the image of X “ X . It follows¤ w
that G acts on T and on B.¤ , X
Ž .Fix a polarization l on X. Let W respectively, S denote the orthogo-l l
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..nal complement of V X rV T respectively, T X rT T with re-l ¤ l ¤ l ¤ l ¤
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..spect to the pairing e on V X rV T respectively, T X rT Tl l w l w l w l w
induced by E . Then W is a G -stable Q -vector space of dimensionl l ¤ , X l
2 a y 2 a , and S is a G -stable Z -sublattice of rank 2 a y 2 a .¤ l ¤ , X l ¤
Recall that l is always a prime not equal to p.
Ž .THEOREM 5.2. i The form e : W = W “ Q is nondegenerate, alter-l l l l
nating, and G -in¤ariant. The ¤ector space W and the lattice S do not¤ , X l l
depend on the choice of polarization l. The natural actions of G on T, W ,¤ , X l
and e induce an injectionl
G ¤ Aut T = Aut W , e ( GL Z = Sp QŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ , X l l tyt 2Žaya . l¤ ¤
such that the projection onto the first factor is independent of l, and the
characteristic polynomial of the projection onto the second factor has integer
coefficients independent of l.
Ž . Ž .ii If l does not di¤ide deg l aG , then e : S = S “ Z is perfect¤ , X l l l l
and the abo¤e injection takes ¤alues in
Aut T = Aut S , e ( GL Z = Sp Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l tyt 2Žaya . l¤ ¤
Ž .iii Suppose l does not di¤ide aG . Then for e¤ery G -stable¤ , X ¤ , X
Z -lattice M in W , there exists a perfect Z -¤alued G -in¤ariant alternatingl l l ¤ , X
pairing e9 on M ; i.e., there is an injection
G ¤ Aut T = Aut M , e9 ( GL Z = Sp Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ , X tyt 2Žaya . l¤ ¤
Ž .Proof. By Proposition 4.3ii, G acts faithfully on T X . The natural¤ , X l w
homomorphism
w : G “ Aut T T = Aut T X rT TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l ¤ , X l w l w l w
is injective, since its kernel consists of unipotent operators of finite order
Ž .in characteristic zero. The map w factors through Aut T =l
Ž Ž . Ž ..Aut T X rT T , since G acts trivially on T . By Theorem 2.3ii andl w l w ¤ , X ¤
Proposition 2.4,
T T : T X l T TŽ . Ž . Ž .l ¤ l ¤ l w
H Hs T X l T X : T X l T X s T T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l ¤ l w l ¤ l ¤ l ¤
Therefore,
HT T s T X l T T s T X l T X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l ¤ l ¤ l w l ¤ l ¤
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Ž . Ž .HBy Proposition 2.4, T T s T X . It follows that e is nondegeneratel w l w l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .on T X rT T and on T X rT T , and therefore on V X rV Tl w l w l ¤ l ¤ l w l w
Ž . Ž .and on V X rV T . Furthermore, e is G -invariant.l ¤ l ¤ l ¤ , X
Ž . w xLet r s aG and let u s 1rr Ý g g Q G . Then¤ , X g g G l ¤ , X¤ , X
G G¤ , X ¤ , Xu V X s V X s V X , u V T s V T s V T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l w l w l ¤ l w l w l ¤
W s 1 y u V X rV T , and S s W l T X rT T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l l w l w l l l w l w
Therefore W and S are independent of the choice of l, and we have al l
G -invariant e -orthogonal splitting,¤ , X l
V X rV T ( V X rV T [ W .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l w l w l ¤ l ¤ l
Ž . Ž .Since G acts trivially on V X rV T , the map w factors through¤ , X l ¤ l ¤ l
Ž . Ž .Aut T = Aut W . Furthermore, since e is nondegenerate, alternating,l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .and G -invariant, w factors through Aut T = Aut W , e ( GL Z¤ , X l l l tyt¤
Ž . w x= Sp Q . See p. 360 of 6 for the integrality and l-independence.2Ž aya . l¤ w xIf r is not divisible by l, then u g Z G ,l ¤ , X
G G¤ , X ¤ , Xu T X s T X s T X , u T T s T T s T T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l w l w l ¤ l w l w l ¤
S s 1 y u T X rT T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l w l w
and we have a G -invariant e -orthogonal splitting,¤ , X l
T X rT T ( T X rT T [ S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l w l w l ¤ l ¤ l
Ž . Ž .To derive iii , apply Proposition 3.3 and Remark 3.2. To derive ii ,
Ž .suppose deg l is not divisible by l. Then E is perfect. Applying Proposi-l
Ž . Ž .tion 3.5 with M s T X , N s T X , R s Z , and e s E , we deducel l w l l
Ž .that e is perfect, giving ii .l
Next we give a variation of Theorem 5.2, whose proof and statement are
of independent interest. Retain the notation from the proof of Theorem
5.2. Since G is finite, there exists a G -invariant polarization d on the¤ , X ¤ , X
abelian variety B.
Ž .THEOREM 5.3. If l does not di¤ide deg d , then the action of G on T¤ , X
and on B induces injections
G ¤ Aut T = Aut B, d ¤ GL Z = Sp Z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ , X tyt 2Žaya . l¤ ¤
where the projections onto the first factors are independent of l, and the
characteristic polynomials of the projections onto the second factors ha¤e
integer coefficients independent of l. In particular, the conclusion holds for all
Ž .l / p, whene¤er a y a s 0 or 1 e. g., if X or B is an elliptic cur¤e .¤
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Proof. As I -modules,¤
T B ( T X rT T , T B ( T X rT T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l w l w l w l ¤ l ¤ l ¤
T B ( T B rT B , and T T ( T T rT T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l w l ¤ l l w l ¤
Ž . Ž .and we have dim T s t y t and dim B s a y a . By considering the¤ ¤
Ž .pairing E on T B induced by d , it follows that the image of G ind l ¤ , X
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž .Aut T B lies in Aut T B , E . Since l does not divide deg d , then E isl l d d
perfect. The actions of G on T and B therefore induce a homomor-¤ , X
phism,
h : G “ Aut T = Aut T B , E ( GL Z = Sp Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l ¤ , X l d tyt 2Žaya . l¤ ¤
Ž .By Proposition 4.3ii, G acts faithfully on T X . The kernel of h¤ , X l w l
Ž Ž ..consists of elements in G ; Aut T X , which act as the identity on¤ , X l w
Ž . Ž . Ž .T T and on T X rT T . Therefore, these elements act as unipotentl w l w l w
Ž .operators on T X . Since they also have finite order, it follows that h isl w l
w xinjective. As before, see p. 360 of 6 for integrality and l-independence.
Ž . Ž .When dim B s 0 or 1, we may suppose that deg d s 1.
Remark 5.4. If l / 2, then reducing the second factor modulo l in
Theorem 5.2iii or 5.3 gives
G ¤ GL Z = Sp F .Ž . Ž .¤ , X tyt 2Žaya . l¤ ¤
Ž .If either paG or p deg d is odd, then¤ , X
G ¤ GL Z = Sp Zr4Z .Ž . Ž .¤ , X tyt 2Žaya .¤ ¤
Remark 5.5. It follows from Corollary 6.3 that the statement in Theo-
 Ž .4rem 5.2iii holds true whenever p / l ) 1 q max t y t , 2 a y a or p / l¤ ¤
) 2 d q 1.
Remark 5.6. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 and Remark 5.4 have led us to the
Ž .question of when a finite inertia group embedded in Sp Q can also be2 D l
Ž . Ž .embedded in Sp Z or in Sp F in such a way that the characteristic2 D l 2 D l
polynomials are preserved. Suppose p is a prime number, and G is a finite
group with a normal Sylow-p subgroup P such that GrP is cyclic. Suppose
l is a prime number, l / p, V is a 2 D-dimensional Q -vector space,l
e: V = V “ Q is a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form, and w : G ¤l
Ž .Aut V, e is an injection. Does there always exist a G-stable Z -lattice S inl
V with a perfect G-invariant alternating Z -valued pairing? The answer isl
no. However, the answer is yes if l ) D q 1, and this bound is sharp. Does
Ž .there always exist an injection h: G ¤ Sp F such that for all g g G,2 D l
Ž .the characteristic polynomial of h g is equal to the characteristic polyno-
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Ž .mial of w g mod l? The answer is no, but is yes if l ) 3, and this bound is
Žsharp. Proofs and counterexamples including counterexamples with iner-
.tia groups of the form G for abelian surfaces X will appear in a later¤ , X
paper.
Remark 5.7. Note that if aG is not divisible by p, then X acquires¤ , X
w xsemistable reduction over a tamely ramified extension; see 3 for a study
of Neron models in this important case.Â
6. BOUNDS ON THE ORDER OF G¤ , X
One can use Theorem 5.2, Remark 5.1, and group theory to obtain more
precise information about the finite group G . In Corollary 6.3 below we¤ , X
give one such result. The next two results, along with Theorem 5.2, will be
used to prove Corollary 6.3.
Ž .LEMMA 6.1. If l is a prime number, l ’ 5 mod 8 , r and m are positi¤e
Ž . Ž . r ry1integers, and Sp F has an element of exact order 2 , then 2 F 2m.2 m l
Proof. We may assume r G 3. Let z be a primitive 2 rth root of unity in
Ž .F . It is easy to check that the condition l ’ 5 mod 8 implies thatl
w Ž . x ry2 y1F z : F s 2 and that z is not a conjugate of z . It follows that inl l
w x rr rF x we have F s fg, where F is the 2 th cyclotomic polynomial, f andl 2 2
w x ry2g are irreducible polynomials in F x of degree 2 , and the roots of gl
are the inverses of the roots of f. Let g denote an element of order 2 r in
Ž . y1Sp F . If a is an eigenvalue of g , then so is a . It follows that the2 m l
characteristic polynomial of g is divisible by F r. Therefore, 2 ry1 F 2m.2
PROPOSITION 6.2. If q is a prime number, r and m are positi¤e integers,
Ž .and for all prime numbers l in a set of density 1 the group Sp F contains2 m l
Ž . r Ž r .an element of exact order q , then w q F 2m.
Proof. If q s 2 the result follows from Lemma 6.1. Suppose q is odd.
Ž r .=Then Zrq Z is cyclic, and by the Chebotarev density theorem there is a
Ž Ž . . Ž r .=rset of primes l of positive density such that Gal F z rF ( Zrq Z (l q l
Ž Ž . . Ž . rrGal Q z rQ . If q / l, then GL F contains an element of order q ifq n l
rw Ž . x Ž w x. Ž .rand only if F z : F F n see 20 . Therefore, w q F 2m.l q l
An explicit description of all possible orders of elements of general
w xlinear groups over arbitrary fields is given in 20 .
w x Ž . ‘ wLet denote the greatest integer function, let s n, q s Ý nrjs0
Ž jŽ ..x Ž . sŽn, q.q q y 1 , and let J n s Łq , where q runs over the prime num-
Ž .bers. Note that the prime divisors of J n are the primes q F n q 1. For
Ž . Ž . Ž .example, J 0 s 1, J 1 s 2, and J 2 s 24. For n G 1, Theorem 3.2 of
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n n'w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .16 shows that J n - 4.462n if n is even and J n - 2 4.462n if n
Žw x w xis odd. The method of Minkowski and Serre 8 and pp. 119]121 of 12 ;
w x. Ž .see also Formula 3.1 of 16 shows that, for all N G 3, J 2m is equal to
Ž .the greatest common divisor of the orders of the groups Sp F , for2 m l
Žw x. Ž .primes l G N. Furthermore 14 , J n is the least common multiple of the
Ž . Ž Ž ..orders of the finite subgroups of GL Q or, equivalently, of GL Z .n n
Ž .While J n is optimal from the point of view of divisibility, there are
Ž .sharper upper bounds on the orders of finite subgroups of GL Q . Then
determination of the finite subgroups of maximum order for general linear
w xgroups over Q and over cyclotomic fields is given in 4 .
Let
r s s t y t , p q s 2 a y a , p , M s max t y t , 2 a y a , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .p ¤ ¤ ¤ , X ¤ ¤
and for all primes q such that p / q F M q 1 let¤ , X
M¤ , X
r s 1 q log .q q ž /q y 1
If X has semistable reduction at ¤ , let N s 1, and otherwise let¤ , X
N s Łq rq, where the product runs over all prime numbers q F M q¤ , X ¤ , X
Ž .1 this might include q s p . Let Q denote the largest prime divisor of¤ , X
Ž .aG let Q s 1 if I s I .¤ , X ¤ , X ¤ ¤ , X
COROLLARY 6.3. The order of G di¤ides N . In particular, Q F¤ , X ¤ , X ¤ , X
Ž . Ž Ž ..M q 1 F 2 d q 1, and aG di¤ides J t y t J 2 a y a and di¤ides¤ , X ¤ , X ¤ ¤
Ž .J 2 d .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. By Theorem 5.2ii, aG divides J t y t J 2 a y a , and¤ , X ¤ ¤
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .therefore Q F M q 1. Note that J t y t J 2 a y a divides J 2 d ,¤ , X ¤ , X ¤ ¤
Ž .since t y t q 2 a y a F t q 2 a s 2 d y t F 2 d. As noted in Remark¤ ¤
5.1, the prime-to-p part of G is cyclic. Suppose q is a prime divisor of¤ , X
Ž . raG , and q / p. Then GL Q contains an element of order q if and¤ , X n
Ž r . w Ž Ž ..xonly if w q F n, i.e., if and only if r F 1 q log nr q y 1 . The resultq
now follows from Proposition 6.2.
7. APPLICATIONS
Retain the notation of the previous sections. The next result follows
immediately from Corollary 6.3 and Theorem 4.2iii,iv.
COROLLARY 7.1. Suppose L is a finite separable extension of F, and w is
the restriction of ¤ to L. Suppose X has semistable reduction at w but not at ¤ .
w xThen I : I has a prime di¤isor q such that q F Q F M q 1 F¤ w ¤ , X ¤ , X
2 d q 1.
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Remark 7.2. Suppose L is a finite separable extension of F, and w is
the restriction of ¤ to L. Let k and k denote the residue fields and letw ¤
Ž . w Ž =. Ž =.x Ž . w xe wr¤ s w L : ¤ F s the ramification degree . Then I : I s¤ w
Ž .w xe wr¤ k : k , where the subscript i denotes the inseparable degree.w ¤ i
Ž w xSee Proposition 21 on p. 32 of 9 for the case where LrF is Galois. In
the non-Galois case, take a Galois extension L9 of F which contains L,
.and apply the result to L9rL and L9rF, to obtain the result for LrF.
w x Ž .w x w xw xTaking completions, then L : F s e wr¤ k : k s I : I k : k ,w ¤ w ¤ ¤ w w ¤ s
w xwhere the subscript s denotes the separable degree. Therefore, I : I¤ w
w xdivides L : F .w ¤
COROLLARY 7.3. Suppose L is a finite separable extension of F. Suppose,
in addition, that either F is complete with respect to ¤ , or LrF is Galois.
Suppose X has semistable reduction at the restriction w of ¤ to L, but does not
w xha¤e semistable reduction at ¤ . Then L: F has a prime di¤isor q such that
w xq F Q . In particular, if L: F is a power of a prime q, then q F Q .¤ , X ¤ , X
Proof. Under our assumptions on LrF, its degree is divisible by
w xI : I . The result now follows from Corollary 7.1.¤ w
Recall that there exists a finite Galois extension L of F such that X
Žhas semistable reduction at the extensions of ¤ to L see Proposition 3.6
w x.of 6 .
COROLLARY 7.4. Let r s aG and let z denote a primiti¤e rth root of¤ , X r
unity. Suppose that r is not di¤isible by p. Then there is a cyclic degree r
Ž .extension L of F z such that X acquires semistable reduction o¤er e¤eryr
Ž .extension of ¤ to L. If either F s F z or p ) Q , then there exists a finiter ¤ , X
Galois extension L of F of degree prime to p such that X acquires semistable
reduction o¤er e¤ery extension of ¤ to L.
Proof. Let L be the field obtained by adjoining an r th root of a
Ž . Ž .uniformizing parameter to F z . Then LrF is Galois, F z rF is unrami-r r
Ž . Ž Ž ..fied above ¤ , LrF z is totally ramified, and Gal LrF z ( G (r r ¤ , X
ZrrZ. Let w be the restriction of ¤ to L. By the construction of L, we
have I ( I . By Theorem 4.2iii, X has semistable reduction at w.w ¤ , X
Since LrF is Galois, X has semistable reduction at every extension of ¤
Ž .to L by Theorem 2.1. If p ) Q , then p does not divide w r by¤ , X
w Ž . xCorollary 6.3, and therefore p does not divide F z : F .r
Ž .By Corollary 6.3, Q can be replaced by 2 d q 1 or by M q 1 in¤ , X ¤ , X
Corollaries 7.3 and 7.4.
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